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“Functional & regulatory genomics” module

1. Complexity of eukaryotic genomes.
2. Basic concepts of gene transcription and regulationp g p g
3. Transcriptomes
4. Coding, noncoding and alternative splicing

5. Chromatin as the dynamic environment of genomes.
6. Functional states of chromatin and chromosome territories
7. Epigenetics and gene imprinting

8. Mechanisms and pathways of gene control
l i d l f l i li i9. Evolution and control of alternative splicing

10. RNA elements that regulate RNA fate and life
11. Other noncoding RNAs and primordial RNA functions
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Heterochromatin structure and propertiesp p

Constitutive heterochromatin
(Mat locus in yeast)
Telomeric
Centromeric
2° X‐chromosome in female 
Cell‐type specific
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1. HC organizators

Very often, constitutive heterochromatin (HC) is formed on repetitive DNA sequences.

A characteristic feature of the DNA sequence of constitutive HC found in pericentromeric 
regions is that it is generally composed of long stretches of satellite repeats. 

The lengths of the repeats vary widely between species: from the 5- to 7-bp repeats of 
Drosophila to the 1950-bp repeat found in a HC island in Arabidopsis. 

The predominant satellite in human pericentromeric HC is the 171-bp  a-satellite repeat, 
which shows significant variation between chromosomes. 

Mouse pericentromeric heterochromatin is made up largely of the pancentromeric 234-bp 
-satellite repeat. 

l d f f h d d hExperimental: Tandem repeats of transgenes are often HC. This depends on the presence 
of CG-rich prokaryotic sequences in the transgene, e.g. the lacZ gene. The sequence of 
repeats is also probably significant.

Telomeres are formed by microsatellite repetitive sequences

HDAC

replicazione dei cromosomi lineari

struttura dei telomeri

telomerasi

budding yeast
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Attività di Sir 2

Enzymatic activities of Sir2 and chromatin silencing
Danesh Moazed
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2001, 13:232–238

Genetic analysis in yeast for trans-gene suppression at telomeres and HMR 
mating locus identified several genes that, if expressed a little more or less, 
affect the extent of a phenomenon known how “Positional Effect Variegation” 
(PEV) that depends on the extent of the HC regions.

SIR2
SIR3
SIR4    (silencing information regulators)
RAP1   (repressor activator protein 1)
H3
H4    (N-terminal tails)

RAP1 is the only one that binds DNA elements (C1-3A repeats)
RAP-1 C-terminal domain fused to GAL4 DBD can silence GAL4 element-
containing genes. 
I  t h b id t  RAP 1 C t i l d i  i t t  ith SIR3 d SIR4In two-hybrid system, RAP-1 C-terminal domain interacts with SIR3 and SIR4

SIR3 is the limiting factor for chromatin spreading, i.e. increases the 
distance at which a trans-gene can be silenced.

SIR3 and SIR4 interact with H3 and H4 N-terminal domain in vitro.
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Model for the formation of telomeric 
heterochromatin. Black lines wrapped around 
nucleosomes represent DNA. 

Core telomeric heterochromatin in wild-type cells 
containing only a single genomic copy of SIR3. 

It is proposed that the RAP1-containing telosome 
folds back onto subtelomeric regions. In this 
manner, RAP1–SIR–histone interactions are all 
required for stability of the complex. 

Upon SIR3 overexpression, telomere position effect 
and the presence of SIR3 is extended up to 
some 16–20 kb from the telomere. SIR3 
overexpression causes loss of some SIR4 and 
most SIR2 from the complex. Due to the 
interdependence of RAP1–SIR3–H4 interactions, 
and because all three SIR proteins are required 
for extension of heterochromatin by SIR3, it is y ,
proposed that the complex necessary for the 
initiation of heterochromatin formation 
requires RAP1, the SIR proteins and H4. 

Why does Sir2 utilize a high-energy 
substrate as NAD as the acceptor of 
acetyl moieties? Most other HDAC just 
use water!

Sir2 may represent a “sensor” of the 
metabolic status

Overexpression of Sir2 extends the 
lifespan in yeast and Caenorabditis 
elegans

Deletion of Sir2 gene consistently 
shortens lifespan in yeast

family   Sirtuins   (wikipedia)
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One important question is how heterochromatin (HC) is excluded form 
adjacent loci.

Studies on  MAT locus in budding yeast (S. cerevisiae) has revealed the 
concept of insulators or HC boundaries.
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Saccaromyces cerevisiae   
(budding yeast)

Most studies on HC 
made in yeasts (S. 

i i  / S  b )cerevisiae / S. pombe)

Very easy, since 
homologous 
recombination is 
favoured in yeasts and 
allows HC elements (i.e. 
HC organizers  HC organizers, 
silencers, boundaries, 
etc.) or reporters to be 
placed at will, in any 
genomic locus. 
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HMR mating locus in yeast has heterochromatic features, 
e.g. is resistant to endonuclease digestion 
and silences constructs placed within

Ty LTR
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β-galh1 h2

h1 h2
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Gene targeting by homologous recombination in yeast

Replacement of a gene with a 
version of the same gene that 
lacks important parts or 
carryes lethal mutations, 
abolishes the function of the 
genegene.

The gene is now called “knock-
out”.

Since the yeast is diploid, his 
genotype will be YFG +/-
If aploid are produced and 
mutants isolated, a diploid YFG 
-/- mutants can be isolated.
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Elements that promote heterochromatin are called 
“silencers”

Elements that stop heterochromatin spreading are called 
“i l ”  “b d i ”“insulators” or “boundaries”

Boundaries of heterochromatin are cis-elements regulated 
by trans-factors

Chromosomal boundaries in S. cerevisiae
Xin Bi* and James R Broach †
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2001, 11:199–204
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Pericentromeric chromatin in fission yeast (S. pombe) 
reveals a role for RNA interference in HC maintenance
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The nascent chain 
(run-on) assay 
allows measurement 
of the rate of 
transcription of a 
given gene

Hybridize to cDNA probes 
spotted onto nitrocellulose filters
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